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Chairman’s Message
Positive Outlook for Sheep Producers
The current strong prices for the sheep-meat and wool look set to continue. Both commodities are being
driven by a lack of supply which is unlikely to change in the short to medium term.
The diminishing volume of saleable sheep is being partially driven by long term producers increasing their flock
sizes by either retaining older ewes or decreasing the number of young ewes being sold.
With wool being at the highest price for five years and still trending upwards, the net returns for sheep
enterprises is very favourable when compared to the predicted low grain prices.
These buoyant sheep-meat prices are however making for difficult times for the processing industry. Lack of
suitable slaughter stock is creating greater competition amongst the state’s sheep-meat processors with one
processor already being placed into administration.
At WAMMCO we are committed to the long-term future of the sheep-meat industry. The recent upgrades and
the new chiller/freezer variable retention tunnel are enabling increased
efficiency within the works and keeping throughput costs to a
minimum. We continue to drive our plant to achieve maximum
efficiency and consequently strive to achieve maximum returns to our
producer owners.
Regards,

Craig Heggaton
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The Australian Lamb Company.”

Chief Executive Report

Coll said China had recently run down its inventories of
Lamb shortages and high livestock prices in 2017 have
Australian lamb and made a significant return to the market
continued to impact WAMMCO’s processing numbers on both over the past few months.
the East and West coasts into March and April.
Chief Executive Coll MacRury said an excellent start to the
season in WA had ended abruptly with State-wide deluges at
the beginning of 2017, bringing operations at Katanning back
to four day weeks at the end of February.
Heavy re-stocking pressure and a shortage of suitable lambs
for processing following a slow Spring and consistent hot
weather, continued to keep livestock prices at unrealistic
levels, forcing a temporary closure of Goulburn for 10 days in
February.
“International prices for chilled and frozen lamb are at
historically high levels due to a worldwide shortage of lamb.
Producers in Australia are experiencing a very profitable time
which is good for the long term future of the industry, but this
scenario is causing all Australian processors a lot of financial
pain as margins are extremely tight”.
“We are hoping that the recent rains in WA will translate into
an early break to the 2017/18 lamb season and that Katanning
can return to full capacity as quickly as possible”.
He said WAMMCO did not expect that the US decision to
withdraw from its free trade agreement with Australia would
have any major adverse affect on the sale of lamb to the US.
“The agreement was not expected to impact as much on lamb
as it might on beef and other commodities and we are seeing
no negative pricing changes in chilled and frozen lamb prices
WAMMCO Lamb on the menu at the AUSTRADE meet-and-greet
and demand via our trading agency in the US and Canada, function held at the Sheraton Hotel, Dubai.

Lairage Reminders
WAMMCO livestock receival times are

Requirements

Presentation of livestock

Mon—Thurs

5:30am—3pm



Stock must have correct coloured ear tag



Don’t crutch over the top of the tail

Sun & public holidays

6:30am—noon



Use pink tags for all transactional stock



Crutch faecal and urine stains

Accurately complete NVDs



Don’t send wet fly blown stock

Adhere to ESIs for any animal treatments



All stock must be “fit to load”

If you are experiencing any problems with

deliveries please contact Phil Bolt on 0418758219.
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Katanning and had progressed to be a tally boner when Metro
Meat became the WA Meat Marketing Cooperative in 1999.
Then Manager, Des Griffiths offered him the choice of a
redundancy package, or a future with WAMMCO. He was one
A migrant from Yugoslavia who was taught by his brother to be of only about 60 workers who opted to stay with the new
a boner after arriving in Katanning and starting with Metro
business.
Meat in 1987, recently spoke of the privilege of working in the
Ljubisav retired in January 2017 after a career of almost 30
town’s multi-racial community.
years with the Katanning meat processing plant. He was
“It is a community where race, colour and religion are set aside honoured in a small ceremony at WAMMCO Katanning
to ensure that everyone not only co-exists but work together
recently, hosted by Plant Manager Tony Bessell, Production
to look after each other. There are probably few other places Manager Rob Panting, Boning Room Superintendent John
anywhere where you get to work with people of almost every Barberien and worker delegate Allan Voice.
creed and colour in such harmony,” said retiree Ljubisav
Tony Bessell said Ljubisav’s career commitment to WAMMCO
Jankovic .
had been unique. “His work ethic was never to take a day off
The Yugoslavian Serb said he and his wife arrived in Katanning and to be a master of his job. He agreed to share his skills by
with their two children and only a suitcase in 1987 and he
training others and demonstrating his precision as a boner to
immediately set about learning not only to be a boner, but also many of our international customers,” Tony said.
to speak English. His brother had previously arrived in
The couple’s son and daughter went on from local schools to
Australia to begin work as a boner at Metro’s Katanning plant.
successful careers and maintain a close relationship with their
‘Boning is not just about keeping a razor sharp edge on your
retired parents in Katanning.
knife, it is also about how you hold a knife,” Ljubisav said.

Katanning retirement for
WAMMCO boner

He quickly adapted to Metro’s mutton processing operations at

Rob Panting (Production Manager), Ljubisav Jankovic, Tony Bessell (Plant Manager), John Barberien (Boning Room Superintendent) and
Allan Voice (worker delegate)
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Heavy rains affect production
Green paddocks in March and overflowing dams all the way to
Katanning and beyond provide travellers with the first hint of a
major 2017 seasonal variation for Western Australia’s sheep and
lamb production industry.
For WAMMCO’s Katanning Plant Manager, Tony Bessell, the 140mm
of rain recorded in just 48 hours in the region in early February, cut
short a brilliant supply of lamb to the Co-operative’s plant that had
been unbroken since May, 2015.

Plans are also before the WAMMCO board for the installation of a
dedicated mutton processing unit that will build on the benefits of
the new VRT by providing new capacity for the hot boning of
mutton.
A successful Single Enterprise Agreement set in place for the
Katanning plant four years ago will expire in August 2017 and
discussions between workers and management are already under
way for an extension to the agreement.
The position of Quality Assurance Manager for the Katanning plant
was declared vacant recently with the departure of Claire Atkins
after five years. Marc Chambers formerly of Heinz Wattie and
Harvey Beef has been appointed and commenced working in early
April.

Market Update
Current Markets
The current environment is being dominated by short supply and
high livestock costs. Average revenues are being maintained at high
levels as markets compete for restricted volumes. However the
reduced supply is affecting our ability to service our core customer
requirements and cut-backs to all orders are being made on a
weekly basis. Our customers have few options in this situation,
though we know from previous experience that as prices rise and
availability tightens then lamb starts to go off the menu in consumer
markets.
Water running through Katanning in February

After dropping into the low 75 cent level during the month, the
currency has rebounded in mid-March closer to 77 cents. Any
“Many processing records were broken in that period, climaxing
appreciation in the dollar in the current environment has a negative
with the average carcase weight of lambs processed in February
2017 being over 1.5kg/head heavier than February 2016,” Tony said. effect on returns.
The lamb supply dried up as WAMMCO was preparing vital Easter
orders for the US and European markets, forcing management to
stand down workers on consecutive Fridays. There has been some
improvement in lamb numbers in March, but supplies are expected
to remain tight through to July/August.
Tony said the new VRT product conditioning facility opened at
Katanning in 2016 was performing extremely well and a recently
purchased rotary vacuum-Vac unit was expected to lift vacuum
packaging capacity by about 30% to 90 packs/minute in time for the
new lamb season.

Selling prices have been lifted to all customers with good results
coming from increased returns on all components of the carcase.
Lamb shoulders have reached record selling prices supported by
strong demand from all markets. Lamb offcuts have retained their
strength with ongoing demand from China. Leg and middle cuts
have also strengthened on the back of short supply.
In North America, discussions are underway to lift selling prices
further. There is a strong sentiment that current levels need to lift.
Middle East demand has been strong with solid volumes shipping
weekly to our core customers. Marketing Executives Damien
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Giumelli and Albert Baker undertook a visit to the region in February
and more details are provided in this newsletter.

Saudi Arabia and Jordan, and more recently Qatar.
All customers continue to report strong demand for WAMMCO
branded lamb and mutton, in particular for the lighter style lamb cuts
directed to this market. Additionally there is good support for Fine
Brand mutton products, in particular for boneless mutton legs from
our Goulburn operation.
At the trade fair there was a general feeling of concern amongst
customers about the worsening shortage of supply from Australia
and consequently the high prices being pushed onto the market.
Customers are definitely looking for alternative protein options as
well as other non-traditional suppliers of mutton from countries such
as Spain. The quality of this product was inspected first hand and
appeared to be consistent with supply from Australia.
Our brands continue to enjoy good favour in this market region,
though competition from other Australian and New Zealand
exporters is strengthening, particularly as prices and demand from
Europe have struggled in recent years and exporters look to
alternative markets.

Chefs from the UAE discuss WAMMCO lamb with Albert Baker at the
Gulf Food trade fair.
European demand has tempered following the completion of
shipments for Easter. A solid program of chilled legs has been
shipped to France to coincide with Easter sales, and additionally a
program of chilled legs has been confirmed for airfreight to
Switzerland.
Demand for mutton remains strong. Good sales of mutton carcase
and 6-way cuts have been confirmed for prompt shipment and
historically high returns has been achieved on 6-ways cuts to the
USA.
The outlook for the coming 4-5 months is difficult to predict with
much uncertainty about livestock availability. Under these
circumstances we will concentrate our restricted supply on
supporting our core markets and keep ensuring we maximise the
price and revenue we obtain from those customers.

Market visit
In February WAMMCO undertook market visits to Qatar and Dubai to
meet with new and existing customers and to exhibit at the Gulf Food
Trade Fair. The Middle East region continues to be a core market for
WAMMCO with high value weekly business conducted into the UAE,

WAMMCO Lamb on sale at Carrefour supermarket in Doha, Qatar
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Merino lambs. Each competition will have multiple categories for
small, medium and large suppliers. There are no more entry forms or
entry fees to pay and all eligible growers are entered automatically.
All purchase methods bar saleyard purchases will be included.
The competition is aimed at increasing the year round supply of
defect free carcases in the 18.1-28kg fat score 2/3 window.
Growers will end up with a score out of 100 points. 80% of the
points are assigned to the carcase specifications. The remaining 20%
is based on quantity and timing of deliveries. Growers that deliver
large quantities of lambs in the harder to supply period (Autumn and
Winter) will receive more points than those delivering similar
numbers in Spring.
The winner will be announced in August.
Albert Baker (left) and Damien Giumelli (right) with representatives
from WAMMCO’s Dubai importer, along with the President of the
Emirates Culinary Guild.

Skins Update
WAMMCO and Southern Meats Skin Manager, Matt Craig reports
the reduced Australian slaughter volumes and a cold Russian winter
is keeping the skins market ”ticking along”.
A cold snap in November in Russia has driven the demand for
Mouton coats (wool on the outside). This market demands the top
quality dense wool skins, mainly 1-2 inch in length, that have good
wool through the bellies and legs.

High Points for Danubin Lambs
Keeping the family sheep arithmetic simple and flexible with a
preference for weight no grade marketing has underpinned a
successful White Suffolk/Merino/SAMM prime lamb enterprise for
Wongan Hills producer Don Sadler.
Don, wife Chris, son Darren and daughter Jemma and their partners,
of Danubin Farm won WAMMCO’s Producer of the Month title for
February 2017 after an exceptional season that boosted the average
weight of their 300-lamb line to 23 kg/head, with 99% meeting the
Cooperative’s ‘sweet spot’ judging criteria. The line was one of five
drafts from producers in the Wongan/Mingenew/Wubin triangle to
win the title since WAMMCO reinstated the producer of the month
on a new ‘sweet spot’ judging criteria in July last year.

The re-emergence of the Russian market is critical as two of the
main tanning regions in China have been closed down by the
government in late February because of effluent issues again. This is Don Sadler and Elders agent Jeff Brennan maintained a policy of
selling weight no grade to WAMMCO to achieve a return of $124.58
on top of two of the largest Chinese tanners being quiet due to a
including skin for the 300 lamb draft.
downturn in the production of boots for the American market.

Producer of the Year
WAMMCO has introduced a new competition for all lamb producers
supplying 250 or more lambs annually. The Producer of the Year
Award has been designed around plant and marketing efficiencies
and no longer includes any lean meat yield measurements.
The competition is judged on your entire year’s supply of lambs to
WAMMCO. Separate competitions will run for crossbred and

“Using weight no grade may have cost us the WAMMCO annual
rebate to producers, but it has also probably improved our returns in
seasons when we would have been penalised for not meeting
stricter quality specifications,” Don said.
“We will continue to assess our options, especially if rebates
continue, and now that WAMMCO is placing more emphasis on
overall performance, rather than on specific lambs.”
The Sadler family have been prominent sheep breeders since they
moved from Swan Hill in Victoria to Goomalling in 1922, and then
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north to Wongan Hills in 1925.
Don’s father Charlie took up Danubin Farm in 1946, and the family
has increased the holding to 7,000 hectares of Tammar/York Gum
country over the past decade. A family transition at the end of the
year will see Darren and wife Georgie take over the home property
and Jemma and husband Shea Donnegan operating a recently
acquired property at Goomalling.

harvest. A further setback came with the reluctance of sheep to
graze the frosted areas.
Don said he admired the work of Dawson Bradford and his directors
and staff for getting WAMMCO off the ground and for ensuring that
it remained competitive. He relied on local Elders agent Jeff
Brennan not only for his production and marketing skills, but also for
his ability to minimise high freight costs to Katanning by organising
trucking from the Midlands.
White Suffolk's had proved ideal for the lamb operation, with
notable benefits in consistent lambings above 100%, including more
twins and higher lamb survival rates.

Look after your ewes
With Summer generated green feed senescing, cropping activities
ramping up and the majority of WA ewes either in the last trimester
of pregnancy or the early weeks of lactation, now is not the time to
“drop the ball” with your ewes. State-wide pregnancy scanning
figures, particularly in the Northern Agricultural zone and the Central
Wheatbelt are encouraging, so prime lamb specialists must do
everything to maximise both ewe and lamb survival and early lamb
growth rates to make the most of the current buoyant meat market.
Don Sadler
Today’s Danubin sheep flock consists of 1800 ewes, 800 mated to
Merino rams from David Kelly of Kondut and 1,000 to White Suffolk
rams from Rex Glass at Calingiri. The lamb enterprise also benefits
from a percentage of SAMM, first cross ewes in the “mix.”
The flock runs on about 1,200ha of the property, including problem
paddocks that are difficult to crop, areas of saltbush and the many
alleys of Mallee originally planted for oil, but now assisting salt
management on the property.
The lambs are dropped late, from mid June to capitalise on available
natural feed and sold in the rising price market, generally from
January onwards – a policy that reaped excellent rewards in
2016/17.
“We had green feed through to October, with good summer falls in
December and a further 100mm in January keeping the paddocks
green,” Don said.
The season was not so kind to the cropping operation, with
widespread frost slashing yields from what was shaping as a record

About 70% of fetal growth occurs in the last third of pregnancy,
dramatically increasing the energy requirement of the ewe. The
increased energy demands are met by not only increasing the
amount of feed offered but also improving the quality of feed
offered to the ewe. Correct energy and calcium supplementation
will assist with ideal ewe body condition score at lambing, optimum
birth weights for increased lamb survival, maximum colostrum and
milk production and promote fast early lamb growth. Keep feeding
your ewes!
Ewes in low body condition in late pregnancy have reduced
mammary gland development limiting colostrum production at birth
and milk production over their entire lactation which impacts on
lamb growth. Low body conditioned ewes also have a higher
mortality rate in late pregnancy and during lambing. Their lambs are
lighter at birth with lower energy reserves and are more prone to
death by starvation and exposure.
Growers are encouraged to contact Rob Davidson (0429380195) if
they have any nutritional questions.
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Campylobacter update for WA
Extensive serological testing for Campylobacter of young ewes has
shown that the presence of this disease is widespread throughout
W.A. Campylobacter is a bacterial disease that results in late
abortion or the birth of weak lambs with low early survivability.
Once a ewe has become exposed to the bacteria, she will develop an
immunity for life. However, young ewes that are initially exposed
during their first pregnancy can have a disastrous effect on lamb

marking percentages. There are numerous cases around W.A. where
maiden ewes have only achieved lambing percentages of around 5060% from positive pregnancy scanned ewes.
While the results of vaccination for Campylobacter have shown a
positive economic response in about 2/3 of flocks, further
investigation is still required.
Unless serological testing on a property is negative for
Campylobacter, members may wish to seriously consider the benefits
of a vaccination programme.

A reminder on how to correctly complete your NVD

WAMMCO Perth Office

Livestock contacts

Disclaimer

T: 92620999

Peter Krupa

0427810613

F: 93550961

Wayne Radford

0429944733

E: info@wammco.com.au

Rob Davidson

0429380195

Web: www.wammco.com.au

Or your local agent

Katanning Office

Livestock Bookings

T: 98219000 F: 98212731

Ashleigh Edwards

1800199197
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WAMMCO International makes no representation as
to the accuracy of any information or advice contained in the LambLine newsletter and excludes all
liabilities as a result by any person acting on such
information or advice.

